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“I LOVE FAIRIES,” SAYS LOLA.
“I LIKE THEM VERY MUCH.”

“I love fairies,” says Lola.
“I like them very much.”
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Suddenly, a fairy appears in front of her.
“Hi, Lola. I’m Liza the Fairy.”

SUDDENLY, A FAIRY APPEARS IN FRONT OF HER.
“HI, LOLA. I’M LIZA THE FAIRY.”





Pinch of Salt. First Readers is a collection that has been created for children who 

are getting started in reading. Each title introduces some common concepts that are appli-

cable to the children’s lives. The stories and illustrations in them will make it easier to en-

courage the child’s reading habit in a natural way.

When we are trying to help a child get started in reading we need to take into account the 

following things:

 ■  The reading-writing method that the school is using. If a child has learnt capital 

letters first, we should encourage him/her to start by reading texts in capital letters. 

If he/she has learnt lower-case letters, it is better to begin with texts in joined-up 

writing.

 ■  Some children find it easier than others to recognize whole words and associate 

them with their corresponding pronunciation. Whatever their individual learning 

style is like, we should always respect it and praise them in their progress.

 ■  Finally, if a child tends to look at the illustration first, comment on it and “invent” 

the text, we should not tell him/her off, but encourage him/her to compare what 

he/she has said to what the book really says. Encouraging understanding reading 

is a positive thing.

We should read with them, respecting their rhythm, listening to them and offering our 

help if they need it. Let’s make READING an enjoyable experience so that it can little by little 

become a habit.
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PUBLISHED TITLES

CONCEPTS TO BE WORKED ON

LIZA THE FAIRY I like… / I don’t like…

THE MAGIC MAP Food vocabulary



Add some flavor to your reading!

Reading 
level

A1
Beginner
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LIZA THE FAIRY
Lola has a new friend: Liza the Fairy. With her motorbike  
and her magic helmet, she can make Lola’s wishes come true.  
The problem is that Lola only wants one thing: ice creams and 
more ice creams!

WITH THIS BOOK THEY WILL LEARN… 

To get started in reading, to enjoy the feeling of reading  
‘a whole book’ and to become familiar with the concepts ‘I like…’  
and ‘I don’t like…’ as a way to express their own tastes.

THEY CAN ALSO READ...
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